
description
The Adlib AAFD3P is a very high output, two-way passive 
mid-high enclosure designed for use with the AA215HL-V2 
dual-15” subwoofer, forming an extremely capable 
front of house or side fill system where great fidelity, 
portability and simplicity are required. The bespoke 
crossover network delivers unprecedented performance 
from a passive loudspeaker and, thanks to careful circuit 
design and transducer layout, affords outstanding phase 
linearity.

internals
High Section

This features a large format 40mm (1.4”) exit titanium 
diaphragm, neodymium compression driver mated to 
a large 60º x 40º constant-directivity, rotatable horn 
waveguide.

Mid Section 

This features a 300mm (12”) neodymium cone driver 
coupled to a large compound horn waveguide with a 
centrally mounted phase plug. This section covers the 
entire mid-bass range for tight pattern control and very 
low distortion at high levels. Horn loading maximizes 
efficiency and output levels while simultaneously reducing 
distortion. 

The AAFD3P comes with a lockable front wheel dolly with 
large rubber wheels and loudspeaker cover as standard.

specifications

System Type 2-Way Horn Loaded

Frequency Range 125Hz – 18KHz ± 3dB

Nominal Impedance 8 Ohms

Power Handling 600w AES

Nominal Dispersion 60º x 40º rotatable horn

Sensitivity 106dB*

Connectors 2 x Neutrik® NL4 speakON

Pin Connectors 2+ 2- / 1+ 1- Link Through

Height 800mm

Width 465mm

Depth 620mm

Net Weight 59.5Kg (inc. wheelboard dolly)

materials & fittings

Cabinet Construction 18mm BB Grade Birch Plywood

Finish Black Polyurea Coating

Fittings Front Wheelboard Dolly

adlib aafd3p

*Sensitivity figures are measured in half-space conditions @ 2 metres with 1 watt input using 
band-limited pink noise, then referred to 1 metre.

Adlib Audio Ltd. reserve the right to alter any of the above specifications without further notice.
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